EaaSI Scenarios for Software (Re)Use and Access Peer Evaluation

Carnegie Mellon Reviews Virginia

[Link to University of Virginia Scenarios for Use & Access]

Timeline

- (August 21 - 31) Complete Scenarios for Use & Access
- (September 4 - September 14) Gather User Data
- (September 17 - 21) Data Analysis and Preliminary Observations
- (September 24 - 28) Peer Review of Use Scenarios and Data Analysis
- (October 2) Node Monthly Call - Peer Reports

Purpose

The purposes of this exercise are to:

- Reflect on your own process and findings through the lens of your fellow Nodes
- Help to surface important patterns and trends in one another’s work that will help to shape the EaaSI roadmap

Instructions

- Review your Partner’s responses to Scenarios for Use & Access worksheet, including the Data Analysis & Discussion Question section, in order to answer the following questions:
  - Is there anything in your partner’s preliminary data analysis or Scenarios for Use & Access that stands out? Anything surprising? Anything you expected to see but didn’t?
  - What questions come to mind - are there Scenarios or analysis of user data that are missing or would benefit from additional detail? What additional information would make it easier to compare the results of yours and your partner’s preliminary results?
  - Are there any clearly actionable tasks for your Node team and/or your Peer Review partner based on your Partner’s Data Analysis and Discussion?
  - Do you see any clear implications for the upcoming Testing & Implementation Phase (Jan 2019)?
○ Do any of the findings or results potentially impact the EaaS development roadmap long term?
○ Based on your Peer Eval, identify 1-2 discussion topics you would like to address on during the in-person meeting with all of the Node Hosts.